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™

Gareth Wright

To resolve South Africa’s water
crisis we need to move away from a
“paradigm of scarcity” to a paradigm of
abundance, where water is viewed as
an “infinitely renewable resource”.

As we turn our focus to the sustainable use of water in the
sugar industry, delegates at the inaugural South African
Association for Water User Associations in May heard how
it was now critical for a paradigm shift in attitude to both
the storage and use of this precious resource to attract
investment and stabilise the economy.
At the event, Professor Anthony Turton said a move away
from the age-old “paradigm of scarcity” to a paradigm
of abundance, where water was viewed as an “infinitely
renewable resource”, was now absolutely necessary if the
supply crisis currently facing the country was to be resolved.
The overall consensus at the congress was for better
communication between the government and water-use
associations to improve the management of water for
domestic, industrial and agricultural consumption.

Colleen Dardagan
Contributing Author

Meanwhile, speculation is running rife in the sugar industry
around the much-anticipated announcement on an increased
import tariff to put a stop to cheap sugar imports flooding
the country. In this edition of Shukela, Industrial Affairs
Manager at SA Canegrowers, Muhammad Kadwa, blames
the unchecked flow of imports for the shock announcement
in May of an RV price equal to a rate last seen over a decade
ago, and at least a 20% drop in the notional price of sugar
over the last 12 months.
Put simply, and against a backdrop of the ongoing political
instability in the leadership of the industry, it is fair to say
South Africa’s sugar producing industry is in turmoil.
But, all is not lost!

Lindi Botha
Contributing Author


 

 
   

 




Eston growers, Ryan Döhne and Lwandile Bulala are such
farmers – they are young and both continuing a legacy
started by their forefathers.
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Visits to sugar cane farms across the region reveal a growing
number of young farmers with a real vision of what the
industry should look like despite the challenges. These
youngsters are well educated and they know what it takes
to run a sustainable agri-business by adapting to change.

Farming, as they say, is in their blood. Both are committed to
best practice methodologies, while the optimum maintenance
of their crop is the number one priority. If they are the future
of South African agriculture, the continued survival and
growth of the industry is in very capable hands.
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Beyond complexity to customised
solutions through collaboration
and care.
ImproChem (Pty) Ltd
Tel: +27 (0) 11 971 0400
www.improchem.co.za
improchem@improchem.co.za

Conference calls
for new thinking
On Water Management
Shukela’s Lindi Botha attended the recent inaugural South
African Association for Water User Associations (SAAFWUA)
conference held in Boksburg. While it was agreed the South
African government had failed in its responsibility to
manage the country’s water resources effectively, putting
the economy at risk as a result, there was consensus
among experts the drought and water supply crises in
the country had forced both the private sector and the
authorities to work towards better decision-making processes
and the day-to-day management affecting water supply.
Articles Lindi Botha
Images Lindi Botha & Johann Boonzaaier
While South Africa’s water supply was
in crisis, delegates at the conference
heard how the challenges were not
insurmountable and sustainable
water supply in the future was indeed
possible. This can be achieved through
improved legislation and recognition
of the importance of the role of Water
User Associations (WUA) in the
effective management of domestic and
agricultural supply.
Water expert Professor Anthony Turton, a
keynote speaker at the two-day event on
the East Rand, cautioned against halting
all development in the country in a bid
to save water.
“Water is an infinitely renewable
resource, not a finite and limited
resource. This latter belief has led us
to a situation where we have crippled
our economy because of the focus on
gathering water in dams and limiting
its use.
“We need to get ourselves into a new
paradigm of abundance or our economy
won’t progress,” he said.

The Bivane Dam in northern KwaZulu-Natal which is used to supply water to sugarcane growers in the Pongola region
is now overflowing following the crippling drought in 2015 when water from the dam was rationed to farmers.
4
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Focusing on the impact of the drought
on the economy of the Western Cape,
IRRIGATION FOCUS MAY 2018

he said if South Africa continued
aggressively managing demand for water
it would kill the economy.
“As a result of limiting water there has
been massive disinvestment in the Cape
and the unintended consequences are
unemployment and higher crime. The
Reserve Bank is currently busy with a
study into defaulting on banking loans
due to unemployment in the Cape as
a result of the drought. “No one can
dispute the devastating effects of the
drought in South Africa,” Turton said.

“Foreign direct investment in South
Africa has disappeared. We can’t get it
back without water. We can’t create jobs
for 26 million people without water.
“We need to base our thinking of water
around recycling, desalination and a
paradigm of abundance where we invest,
not where we just come to a halt.
“There is a lot of capital that is willing to
flow if government is willing to get on board,
instead of bringing everything related to
water to a standstill in an effort to save it.

The “paradigm of scarcity” which had
defined the country’s views on water
had resulted in delicate eco-systems
becoming “fundamentally altered” and
a shift in view was crucial if both water
supply and the country’s economy was
to become sustainable.

“I don’t see a future in South Africa unless
all coastal cities go the desalination route.
This is possible and there are companies
who want to implement the technology at
a fraction of the cost compared to what
was previously thought. This will then free
up water that can be used for agriculture.”

“If we shift our view to water being
an infinitely renewable resource it will
change the way we manage our water
and our economy,” he said.

Turton said the drought had now forced
the country into making improved
decisions and was changing the way of
doing things around the efficacy of water
supply, which would ultimately lead to
great improvements.

Turton outlined the dire economic
situation in the country, saying it was
crucial to attract investment as the
country was “beyond” bankrupt.

“We will turn this thing around – this
crisis will not go to waste,” he said.
5

Improved Communication
Critical For Sustainable Water
Resource Management
Professor
Anthony Turton
(left) and Nic
Knoetze, CEO
of SAAFWUA.

Where Does Climate Change Fit In?
Professor Hannes Rautenbach from the South African Weather
Service answered four key questions on climate change:

Q
A

Does climate change exist?

In a statement relayed to the
conference, Thoko Sigwaza, the
chief director of institutional
o v e r s i g h t a t t h e D WA , s a i d t h e
drought had shown the need for
effective compliance monitoring and
enforcement of water regulations.

Q

So climate change has not been
responsible for the drought in the
Western Cape?

A

There is no evidence to suggest
that. Historical rainfall trends show
variables. There have been wet
and dry years. But overall we are
not in an area that is favourable for
rainfall because of our location on
the globe. We are in a part of the
world that has some of the biggest
deserts. Rain is an anomaly in our
area.

Q
A

Yes, the intensity of rainfall is
increasing and we are seeing rain
over a short period. There are more
dry days over the eastern part of the
country and there are increases in
rainfall in the north of the country.
The 10 warmest years in the 136
year record have all occurred since
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Speakers at the Water User Association
conference in Boksburg highlighted
the need to improve communication
and to find ways to collectively manage
water in a sustainable, responsible way
geared to improve quality of life and
build the economy.
A major stumbling block they said
was weak institutional capacity in the
Department of Water and Sanitation
(DWA), local municipalities, and
the delay in establishing Catchment
Management Areas (CMA). To date
only two out of the nine needed were
established and operational.

Yes, but it has less of an effect on
global weather patterns than is
commonly believed. Global warming
is taking place, but it is at a very
slow rate. Our region has only
experienced a 0.5ºC change per
decade.

But there we have seen some
changes in weather patterns?

Legislative delays, operational
shortfalls and a disconnect along the
whole water value chain, from users
to government to water management
institutions, were largely to blame
for inadequate water management in
South Africa.

This, the statement said, required the
presence of strong local institutions
to support government in these
regulatory activities.

2000 with the exception of 1998.
The year 2016 ranks as the warmest
year on record.

Q
A

How can these extremes be
mitigated?

The focus is so strong on climate
change that most people ignore
historical records and trends. I can’t
stress the importance of keeping

sound records and observing your
environment enough. This is crucial
to prevent disasters because the
trends in your records will warn
you in advance. Become more
informed and prepared. Take note
of your surroundings and have a
look at your extremes. Use seasonal
predictions and basic observations
in your area regarding rainfall,
temperatures and wind.
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

“Sadly CMAs have only been partially
implemented since the promulgation of
the National Water Act, partly due to a
lack of clarity as to whether to proceed
with the establishment of CMAs or not.
“At the same time, however, DWA’s
performance of its water management
and regulatory functions has been
weak. The two CMAs that were
established have been hampered
in their operations by an absence of
delegations, late budget transfers and
other constraints.”
IRRIGATION FOCUS MAY 2018

Johann Boonzaaier (right), CEO of the Impala Water Users Association in Pongola,
KwaZulu-Natal and Judge Antonie Gildenhuys.

“CMAs have
only been partially
implemented ...
partly due to a lack of
clarity as to whether
to proceed with the
establishment of
CMAs or not. At the
same time, DWA’s
performance of its
water management
and regulatory
functions has
been weak.”
Thoko Sigwaza
Further problems in water management
by government were highlighted in
the statement:
• The setting of charges and collection
of revenue for water resource
management charges have not yet
been taken up by CMAs as envisaged.
This relates to the slow pace of CMA

establishment as National Treasury
is insisting on revenue collection
and working towards financially
sustainable institutions.
• Revenues are insufficient to meet
the water resource infrastructure
financing needs of the country as a
whole. The reasons for this may be
threefold: price levels may be too low,
fiscal contributions are insufficient
and the registration, billing and
collection processes by DWA are
inadequate resulting in revenue
losses. Some institutions are not
paying the department.
• Progress in allocating water for
productive purposes to promote
transformation has been very slow
and water use patterns are still highly
skewed and unequal.
• Uncertainty and a lack of clarity with
respect to institutional roles and
responsibilities have contributed to
poor performance.
• Frequent changes in leadership within
the department over the last ten years,
and the loss of experienced staff have
also negatively affected performance.
7

CEO of SAAFWUA, Nic Knoetze,
said while the DWA had admitted
its failures, the fact that the
National Water Act was still in a
draft form and not implemented,
was frustrating and indicative of
the failure by government to deal
with sustainable water supply.
“Meanwhile
they
are
concentrating on amending the
bill when the old bill has not even
been in use.”
The 75 delegates agreed the
WUAs and Irrigation Boards were
a proven way to better manage
water. Knoetze said where these
institutions were operating
effectively, illegal water usage
was at a minimum compared
with the water supply under
government management which
he described as a “grey area”
difficult to control.
In the statement, Sigwaza agreed
economic growth was dependent
on a reliable and secure supply
of water. “The water management
sector is not a significant
employer, but it contributes to
a flourishing economy through
irrigation expansion, it enables
sustainable rural livelihoods and
ensures water is provided reliably,
safely and at least cost to other
economic sectors. The sector is
also critical for power generation,”
she said.

Does Your Water Users’ Association Tick All
The Right Boxes For Effective Management?

uppe marketing A17510

• And, municipal investments
in water conservation and
demand management activities
are sub-optimal.

All Water Users’ Associations (WUA) should be subjected to an annual
performance review to ensure they are functioning optimally.
The National Water Act (No 36 of 1998) provides the following requirements
for an effective WUA:
• Performance agreement in place for CEO
• Business Plan
• Latest Annual report
• Water Management Plan
• Operation and Maintenance Agreement in place
• Operation and Maintenance Manual in place
• Signed Billing Agent agreement
• Do you have a signed Risk Management Plan / Emergency preparedness
plan (in the case of dams)?
• Are Scheme Regulations in place?
• Do you remunerate Board Members?
• List of approved Policies
• Action plan to address outstanding policies
• Reflection on process to determine tariffs
• Assessment roll of members / water users available

Water Statistics In SA
• Average rainfall in South Africa is only 465 mm per year compared to the
world average of 860 mm
• Only 9% of rainfall ends up as run-off in rivers
• Only 4% of rainfall recharges our aquifers
• Over 60% of river flow comes from only 20% of the land area
• SA’s water security relies mainly on fresh surface water captured in dams
• There are more than 4 395 registered dams, of which 342 belong to
the government
• Only 15% of water consumption comes from groundwater sources
• Agriculture is the largest water user at 61% of total available water
• Over the last ten years, the domestic sector water use (including industrial
and commercial use) increased from 22% to 27% of the total water usage
• 98% of available high assurance water supply is already allocated, leaving
only 2% remaining
• It has been calculated that by 2030 there will be a shortfall of ±17% of
available surface and ground water supply
Source: Judge Antonie Gildenhuys

A century of success.
A pioneer in the fertilizer industry since 1918, when Kynoch built one of the first
fertilizer plants in South Africa at Umbogintwini, the company has grown from
strength to strength to become the brand that South African food producers still
believe in today – 100 years later. Based on our rich heritage, we approach the
future with confidence and look forward to continue to be the leading supplier of
sustainable plant nutrition solutions.

Kynoch – enhanced efficiency through innovation.
011 317 2000 | info@kynoch.co.za | www.kynoch.co.za
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Ratoon management
a top priority
For Eston Farmer
Come rain or shine, says sugarcane
grower Ryan Döhne, investing in
the latest technologies to ensure
optimum crop health throughout the
year is a non-negotiable management
strategy on the family farm outside
Eston in the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands.
Article & Images
Colleen Dardagan

Despite the external factors pressurising South Africa’s
sugarcane industry, crop management investment remains a
top edge priority for KwaZulu-Natal grower Ryan Döhne, who
farms in partnership with his father, Nigel and his brother, Kyle.
The family has farmed in the Eston district outside
Pietermaritzburg in the KZN Midlands for five generations
and deliver their crop to the Illovo Sugar South Africa’s mill
in Eston.
“My ancestors came out to South Africa from Germany as
missionaries and settled at Stutterheim in the Eastern Cape. My
great, great, great grandfather was the man who developed the
Dohne Merino sheep breed. The love of the land and farming
runs in our blood,” Döhne said.
Perhaps then it is that renowned German precision that has
the 1 000ha sugarcane, macadamia, timber and cattle farm
running like a fine-tuned, high precision engine.
“Yes, there are a lot of pressures on farmers at the moment; the
sugar price is really down, the flood of cheap sugar imports into
the country is a problem, labour and diesel costs are going up
above inflation year-on-year, and we have the uncertainty over
the land expropriation without compensation policy. Things are
really a bit upside down. But we farm for today. We let tomorrow
take care of itself,” he said.
Soil types range from 15% to 25% clay content on the whole
and between 10% to 20% sandy soils on a nearby leased
property. Current yields are at about 95 tons-a-hectare long
term average, and an RV of between 13% and 14%. Ratoons
are at seven and ten years with the cane harvested at 24-month
10

cycles. The introduction of a rigorous eldana aerial spraying
and progressive herbicide programmes have resulted in
improved yields and cane quality, and since the end of the
crippling drought, yields were now on par once more with the
long-term average.
“Within the space of two to three years we have expanded
our operation quite a bit. In 2015 we had about 900ha
under sugarcane – we then leased a farm and added about
400ha there.
“Maintaining herbicide and pesticide programmes remains a
top priority. So about 95% of our income at the moment is from
sugarcane. Land that can’t be planted to sugar-maintaining
herbicide and pesticide programmes has been turned to timber,
and then we have a small herd of cattle – 200 Red Angus
breeding cows – which we are growing.”

“If we put aside
our fertilising,
herbiciding or
pest control
programmes
to cut costs
we would
undermine
our entire
business.”

But it is the maintenance programme involving the herbiciding
and pest control in the sugarcane that is standout, particularly
as eldana infestations in the past have posed a serious threat
to high yields and limited ratoons.
“My dad, brother and I meet regularly to discuss all the
issues facing farming and how we were going to respond. We
made a decision that we were going to take a stand. Pest and
ratoon management can be one of the biggest influences in
the health of our income, so we agreed, if we put aside our
fertilising, herbiciding or pest control programmes to cut costs
we would undermine our entire business. So yes, pest control
is probably one of the biggest costs in our budget and we do
not compromise. We use the very best and up-to-date solutions
on offer,” he said.
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Ryan Döhne

Ryan Döhne with an open stick of sugarcane to show a perfect internal stem, which he says
is as a direct result of proactive herbicide and pesticide programmes on the farm.
IRRIGATION FOCUS MAY 2018
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The family property (above) where Ryan and Kyle Döhne farm
with their father, Nigel, has been in the family for generations.
Ryan believes that maintaining herbicide and pesticide
programmes is a top priority for achieving a perfect sugarcane
crop and that means regular aerial spraying.
“We started the aerial spraying four years ago. I am very
excited about the programme. In the beginning our strategy
was to blanket spray where traces of eldana were found, but
now we find we are able to spray just the particular hotspots
and by using a helicopter it is possible to target those selected
areas,” Döhne said.

amalgamation of BAC Helicopters and Agri-Sense, was geared
for precision agriculture.

The moths are targeted in March and April and then again in
September and October. We continue with vigorous scouting,
which is a key addition to any spraying, and any fields that
show signs of eldana, for example bored stalks, are sprayed
as well.

Fully loaded, the Robinson RH44 can carry up to 230 litres
and is able to spray eight hectares. Weather conditions require
a wind speed of less than 15km/h, a temperature of less than
28°C with humidity at between 40% and 80%.

Helicopter pilot and aerial spray expert Roger Shone from
Agricropspray said the use of helicopters for sugarcane
spraying was on the increase.

“We use the very latest technologies, such as expensive onboard computer systems to record and improve the accuracy
of the spraying operation,” he said.

Perfect solutions for
irrigation management

Döhne said working closely with Craig Schwikkard, the
regional FarmAg representative, was also hugely beneficial
to the programme.

“Helicopters have been around for a few years, but their
use has increased because they spray at a much slower
speed than a fixed wing aircraft. That means they are
more suitable for small areas and difficult terrain. Also,
the helicopter and ground crew move from farm to farm
monitoring the spraying conditions as opposed to being a
few kilometres away at an airstrip.”

“What we did here was create a group of about eight like-minded
farmers. We keep in touch on WhatsApp so that we know what
each of us is doing in our spray programmes. The helicopters are
spraying about 2 000ha in the area in total. So, when I want to spray,
I just e-mail Craig my mapped areas on google earth that need to be
sprayed and he liaises with the helicopter pilots, ensuring they have
the right products and the right quantities. Craig is very involved and
that has certainly made a huge difference,” Döhne said.

With a fleet of two Robinson RH44 helicopters and the
introduction of the bigger Bell Jetranger for the upcoming
season, Shone said the company, which represented the

Schwikkard said his role in the herbicide and pesticide
programme in the district was not only comprehensive but was
geared to suit the critical needs of the growers concerned.

Enquire about Agriplas products at your nearest irrigation dealer

www.agriplas.co.za
CAPE TOWN – Head Office
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Young achiever puts
his faith in the soil
Rather Than Bright Lights, Big Cities
A young Eston farmer who was thrown into farming
following the death of his father, says sticking to industry
norms and building trusted relationships have been the
secret to improved performance of his sugarcane operation.
Article & Images
Colleen Dardagan

Becoming a sugarcane farmer was really nowhere on Lwandile
Bulala’s career radar after he matriculated from Durban’s
Glenwood High School in 2006.

and the minimum wage for farm workers was introduced, my
father had to sell one of the farms. So, I came back here to help.
My dad then passed way in 2015,” Bulala said.

Rather, the youngster dreamed of climbing the corporate ladder,
being an executive with a corner office and a generous expense
account, establishing himself as a legend in his own lunch time
and playing golf with important clients!

Bulala, who has a Degree in Marketing and business
management and is now studying for his Honours was literally
in the deep end.

But things didn’t work out that way. Instead, he now wears a
floppy hat, drives a Ford double cab and on most days wakes
up at 4am, with hardly time for breakfast, to get his Eston
farming operation rolling. That corner office with a view is a
dream departed – or perhaps deferred – but Bulala seems to
have few regrets.
“I am now building a legacy for my family. This is now my career
and I am loving it,” said Bulala
The 31-year-old, also known as Matthew, farms 200ha of
sugarcane and has 35 head of Nguni cattle on the road from
Isipingo to Eston.
“The farm is paid up. I am getting 7 600 tons of sugarcane
– a record – delivered to the mill in the 2017/18 season and I
am looking to expand. That’s how I believe we will take what
we were given by my late father and build a legacy for us all.”
It all began when Bulala’s late father, Titus, bought three farms
from Illovo Sugar (South Africa) in the late 1990s. But the old
man was ill and switching from Ithala Bank to the commercial
Land Bank for loan assistance to purchase one of the properties
and the drought put the venture under serious financial
pressure. In 2013 the young Bulala hung up his suit and tie and
returned to the family farm, after having worked for Media 24
and British American Tobacco South Africa.

Eston medium scale grower Lwandile Bulala on the sugarcane farm bequeathed
to his family by his father and where he is now building a legacy for the future.
14
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“When the drought started, and the price of fertilisers went up
IRRIGATION FOCUS MAY 2018

“I have had incredible support from the staff – 80% of those
that are still here worked for my dad, and then people such
as Senzo Nene from FarmAg helped me with my herbiciding
programmes. Senzo used to help my dad, and now he is helping
me! I have also employed a very experienced senior supervisor
who I work closely with.
“It is so important in this business to surround yourself with
people who know what they are doing and then to give them
the space to operate freely and to shine. Also there are so many
farmers out there who have been in the business for a long time
and their experience is invaluable to guys such as myself,” he
said.
With an emphasis on keeping a good work and life balance while
never giving up despite the many challenges facing the sugar
industry, Bulala said he had learned that building relationships
was also critical to his success.
“At the moment there is a lot of political friction in the farming
industry, which I believe is necessary to bring about change,
but we still have to try and look past that and get on with the
business of the day,” he said.
Access to finance, he said, was a challenge the government
must address to assist more small scale farmers.
“Access to capital in the agri-space from government is really
difficult. Yes, there are programmes that we can access, but
most of the guys don’t know about them, or how to apply for that
15

assistance. We also need better knowledge through extension
from the Department of Agriculture.”
By having mainly red and black soils, and supplying his
sugarcane to Illovo’s nearby Eston Mill, Bulala said he was
getting excellent tonnages from the N12 and N48 cultivars.
“N12 is a high-maintenance variety compared with N48, but
I am getting between 125 and 130 tons-a-hectare on younger
ratoons. I am getting rid of the N37 as Eldana just ripped
through it. This year I am planting N52 and N54 as I have
0.5ha and 1.8ha seed cane respectively. Next season I will plant
N41 as I have a seedbed of 0.5ha. My focus is to keep abreast
by planting those cultivars, but also keeping a close eye on any
other new varieties coming out,” he said.

KynoPlus

communities. “I employ about eight cane cutters, two drivers,
one Bell Loader driver and about 12 ladies help me with the
weeding and herbiciding,” he said.

®

With 200ha of sugarcane not even close to “scratching the
surface” of his capabilities, Bulala said he was now looking to
grow his operation.

efficient, effective nitrogen

“I am successful at farming 200ha so imagine what I could do
with 1 000ha? I have seen the highs and lows of farming and
how emotionally draining it can be. But when I see the figures
on our bank statement – although they haven’t been that good
of late – at the end of the season, and I know I am able to take
care of my family as well as the families of my employees, then
I feel really good.”

Bulala said getting access to quality seed cane was really
difficult for black farmers in the Eston district.
Herbiciding and pesticide control, according to Bulala, is run
according to industry norms, with scouting a regular duty to
keep Eldana infestation under control.
And with his farms placed alongside existing rural villages, he
said most of the staff on the farm were from families living in the

“It is so important in
this business to surround
yourself with people
who know what they
are doing and then to
give them the space to
operate freely and to
shine. Also there are so
many farmers out there
who have been in the
business for a long time
and their experience
is invaluable.”
Lwandile Bulala

Support your crops,
support the environment!
®
KynoPlus®– treated with AGROTAIN®, has been formulated to
mitigate volatilisation losses typically associated with urea, as well
as reducing potential leaching losses. This N-enhanced-N™ efficient
nitrogen fertilizer enables you to apply nitrogen without the added
risk to the environment. When using KynoPlus®, you improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of applied nitrogen, which can result in
enhanced crop quality, yield and profit.

uppe marketing A17170

KynoPlus® is also available in a full range of NPKS blends.

The power of blue will put green back into your crops.

Kynoch – enhanced efficiency through innovation.
011 317 2000 | info@kynoch.co.za | www.kynoch.co.za
KynoPlus® is registered as fertilizer group 1 - K8024 (Act 36 of 1947)
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Drip
irrigation
equals
simplified
management

Spacing
between seed
cane and
dripper lines
is important
for good
germination.
Dripper lines
should be
inserted
about 1015cm deep
and should
be below the
seed cane.

Article & Images
Lindi Botha

Water, electricity and labour are the factors which have
the biggest impact on the success and profitability of an
irrigation farm. On the downside, water use for irrigation is
becoming more of an issue and electricity and labour costs
are ever increasing. On the upside, the farmer is in a position
to control the use of all three.
Eksteen Lindeque, agricultural engineer at MBB Consulting
Engineers, says that the irrigation in the sugar industry has
gone through various stages, from
flood, to sprinkler, to pivot to drip. Each
type has its advantages and place.

Eksteen advises that a tractor with GPS autopilot system be used with the drip
insertion machine for optimal accuracy.

contribute to a healthy root system.” (see Irrigation Master
Plan, Bulk Water Supply and Design Parameters on
page 22.)

Current Trends
Eksteen says that the trend is to move towards pressure
compensated drippers with lower flow rates of 1ℓ/h, 0.7ℓ/h
or 0.6ℓ/h.

Subsurface Drip Irrigation (SDI) has
in recent times become a winner
among the numerous options because
it offers:
• simplified management and control;
• reduced water use;
• reduced electricity consumption;
• reduced labour requirements; and
• increased yields.

He says the ideal is to have a one shift
irrigation system, meaning irrigation
scheduling is done by only starting and
stopping the pump/s.

Lindeque says that a correctly
designed SDI system puts the farmer
in control and offers the option to do
proper irrigation scheduling, which
will prevent over and under irrigation
(see Important Planning Elements on
page 21).
“Measuring the soil moisture in the
root zone to determine crop water
requirements for scheduling purposes
is seen as key for optimised irrigation
management and higher crop yields.
Oxygen in the root zone and the
preservation of fertilizers will further
20

“These have the advantage of greater
horizontal soil moisture movement from
the dripper, resulting in a wider possible
dripper spacing, which in turn results
in larger irrigation blocks and thus less
valves to open and close during an
irrigation cycle. It further results in longer
dripper line lengths, which means less
roads and larger possible production
areas.”

“It should be noted that this does not
mean there is only one irrigation block.
There can be many blocks with varying
sizes, determined by farming practices,
soil types or topography, but all of them
will be open. This allows flexibility in
terms of irrigation standing time and
fertigation of individual blocks.”

Cane under subsurface drip irrigation
grows optimally. This cane is six
months old.

Irrigation block valves are typically
grouped together in a cluster, either in
the pump station, or in a cluster building.
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

THE CLUSTER BUILDING
USUALLY CONTAINS
THE FOLLOWING:
• Secondary filters (100 micron filtration grade)
if located far from the primary filters, which
are usually located at the pump station.
• Pressure reducing valves for block inlet
pressure control.
• Water metres, one per block, for management
and monitoring purposes.
• Butterfly isolating valves, one per block.
• Anti-vacuum valves, one per block.
Sub-mainlines are installed from the valve
clusters to the irrigation blocks and each block
has a dedicated sub-mainline. Eksteen says
that although this complicates installation,
since it requires more pipelines, it simplifies
management because control is done from a
central point. “Automation, if opted for, is also
easier, since all the valves are grouped together,
which eliminates the need for expensive radio
controlled field units.”
He adds that fertigation and drip irrigation goes
hand in hand. “It is another advantage of SDI,
since fertilizer is applied in the root zone for
easier uptake by the plant. There are many
options available when it comes to fertigation,
ranging from a simple system where fertilizer is
mixed in one tank and gravity fed into the pump
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Important Planning Elements
Lindeque notes the following points to consider when planning
a SDI system:
Manageability: Simplify the manageability of the system wherever possible.
Ease of operation: The ideal system is a user friendly, simple system
that can be operated easily, typically making use of appropriate low
maintenance and proven technology.
Efficiency: High efficiency is one of the biggest advantages of a SDI
system. It requires less water and uses less electricity and fertilizer as a
result. Due to its higher efficiency (95%) in comparison to other irrigation
types, larger areas can be developed.
Optimising electricity use: To optimize electricity use it is recommended
that the development area be subdivided into pressure zones to arrive at
standard pumps with high operating efficiencies. Variable speed drives
(VSD’s) should be considered where feasible.
Labour: Reduce labour requirements for irrigation.
Water quality: Good water quality is essential for a SDI system. Proper
design of the water abstraction system and a correctly sized filtration
system are important to ensure good quality water is conveyed to the
dripper lines.
Soils: SDI systems should only be installed on well-drained soils. In addition,
it should be remembered that dripper lines are installed subsurface, so soil
types that are suitable to this type of installation should take preference.
Scheduling: Simplify irrigation scheduling practices to meet crop water
demand as a result of different growth stages and climatic conditions. The
use of soil moisture sensors is essential.
Fertigation: Simplify the application of fertilizers. The ideal is to apply
fertilizers in the root zone through the system when needed by the plant.
Security: Use appropriate technology and equipment to minimize theft
and vandalism.
Maintenance: Maintenance of pumps, filters and dripper lines are
important elements to take into account in the design. The aim is to simplify
maintenance and operation of the system and therefore selection of the
appropriate infrastructure and features to simplify actions is important.
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suction pipe, to a complex system with
holding and mixing tanks, fertilizer pumps
and electronic fertilizer injection controllers.
Ultimately the decision lies with the farmer.
The preferred system should fit in with his
farming practices and management style.”
Eksteen says a facility to inject hydrogen
peroxide (cleaning) and treflan (prevention of
root intrusion) into the system is also important
to maintain the integrity of the filters and
drippers, and should be used as a preventative
measure against clogging of the drippers.

Irrigation Master Plan
It is advisable to start with an irrigation master plan. Eksteen
explains that the purpose of the master plan is to have a holistic
look at the irrigation development, give the farmer a clear
direction of where he is heading and also assist him with planning.
The master plan should include the following:
• Demarcation of all development areas (present and future expansions);
• Evaluation of natural resources;
• Calculation of irrigation system demands and bulk water supply capacity;
• Water balance calculations to determine allowable development areas
and storage requirements, based on available water rights and allocations,
and irrigation system demand;
• Concept design of bulk water supply system and in-field irrigation layout;
• Indication of required electricity supply points;
• Indications of main haulage roads and waterways; and
• Budget cost estimates.

Design Parameters And In-Field Layout
The irrigation design parameters and in-field layout are key elements
determining the final product, and are the result of a number of
interacting variables, of which the following are the main drivers:
• Cane row spacing (suitable for harvesting equipment, optimum cane production,
tramline or single row planting);
• Type of drippers available on the market (pressure compensated or not, in-line
dripper spacing and dripper flow rate (ℓ/h));
• Plant water requirements based on climatic conditions and yield target;
• Effective rooting depth;
• Soil type (soil moisture holding capacity, easily available water and lateral
movement from dripper);
• Irrigation efficiency;
• Available daily hours to irrigate, taking power outages into account;
• Adequacy of bulk water supply and balancing dams;
• Use of existing infrastructure (balancing dams, canals and mainlines);
• Harvesting roads (maximum and ideal road lengths and widths, turn circles
and slope);
• Plant direction of cane rows, normally at a downhill slope of 1% - 2% to drain
surface water out of the field and improve efficiency of dripper line flushing;
• Maximum allowable dripper line lengths, based on dripper flow rate and spacing,
and required minimum flush velocities at dripper line ends;
• Flushing requirements of dripper lines; and
• Block sizes for harvesting purposes.
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Also a SDI system has many advantages,
Eksteen (right) says. “However it must be
properly planned and designed, correctly
installed and properly maintained to ensure
its success. If all of these are adhered
to a SDI system will simplify irrigation
management on a sugar cane farm
considerably. It will also increase yields
and address the three important factors
of water use, electricity consumption
and labour costs, thereby achieving the
ultimate objective, which is more money in
the pocket of the farmer.”

Bulk Water
Supply
The bulk water supply
(BWS) system conveys
irrigation bulk water from
the water source to the
irrigation block valves.
It can consist of canals,
balancing/storage dams,
main/booster pump stations
and bulk water mainlines.
Eksteen says that the BWS
system should be properly
designed to optimize all of
these for effective water
reticulation, simplified
management and reduced
electricity use.
Important elements to consider are
the following:
• Pumps to abstract clean water
where possible;
• Use of VSD’s switchgear to optimize
electricity use;
• Facility to start and stop the
pump/s using a cell phone (GSM
type system where status signals
can be received on the cell phone);
• Bulk water-meter for the entire
project to monitor water use;
• Mainlines optimally designed,
with electricity cost in mind and
protected against water hammer
as a result of power failures;
• The design should provide for
efficient draining and scouring
facilities of all mainlines;
• Primary filtration (automatic back
flush filters with a 100 micron
filtration grade); and
• Air valves strategically positioned
to deal with air in the system.
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Explaining
CANE
PAYMENTS
In The SA Sugar Industry
Following the shock announcement of this year’s
much reduced RV price, Industrial Affairs Manager
at SA Canegrowers, Muhammad Kadwa writes for
Shukela on the background to the Recoverable Value
(RV) Cane Payment system since 2000, how the
price is calculated and the remuneration trend for
sugarcane growers since its inception. Kadwa also
emphasises the urgent need for tariff protection for
the future health of the industry and the reasons
behind this year’s over 13% per ton RV price drop.
Article Muhammad Kadwa
Images Colleen Dardagan
Sugarcane farmers in South Africa have been
remunerated for their sugarcane according
to the recoverable value (RV) cane payments
system since 2000. This was agreed following
the decision by the industry to seek an
alternative to the sucrose-based payment
system, which had been in place since 1926.
The objective of moving to a RV payment
system was to incentivise growers to produce
better quality cane – to maximise sucrose and
minimise non-sucrose and fibre content – with
the negative impacts of non-sucrose being
greater than fibre.
The RV system recognises that not all the sucrose in cane
delivered to the mill can be recovered as sugar – the amount
of sugar that can be extracted from cane during the milling
process does not depend only on the amount of sucrose in the
cane, but also on the amount of non-sucrose and fibre present.
RV% cane generally ranges from 9% to 14% throughout the
sugarcane milling season.
As is the case in most sugarcane producing countries in the
world, sugar is the most valuable output from sugarcane and
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this can only be processed, on a large scale,
at a sugar mill. The majority of sugarcane
produced in South Africa is supplied by
independent farmers.
Therefore, the SA sugar industry operates as
a partnership where all proceeds from sugar
sales (both local and export) and molasses
sales are pooled and then distributed among
farmers and millers according to a Division of
Proceeds ratio.
However, a fixed Division of Proceeds ratio
was introduced in the 1994-1995 season and
was reviewed in 2003-2004. The Division of
Proceeds calculation is essentially in the determination of the
RV price and all revenue is received from within the industry
structures (no government or external revenue).

Determination of RV Price
Gross Revenue from local and export sugar sales and from
molasses sales is termed Total Industrial Proceeds (Figure
1). Various industrial costs, including the South African
Sugar Association (Sasa) administration levy and core South
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Division Of Proceeds Calculation In
The South African Sugar Industry
Local
Export
Market
Market
Molasses
Sales
Sales
Sales
			
		

Total Industry Proceeds

		 Less: Industry Proceeds
		
		
		 Net Divisible Proceeds
			
Millers’ Share (36%)		
Growers’ Share (64%)
			
			
Growers’ share of
			
divisable proceeds
		
RV Price =
			 Total tons RV delivered
Figure 1
			
in the industry
African Sugarcane Research Institute (Sasri) funding, among
others, are deducted from the Total Industrial Proceeds to
yield the Net Divisible Proceeds. The Net Divisible Proceeds
are then split between farmers and millers according to the
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fixed division of proceeds ratio to yield the Farmers’ Share
and the Millers’ Share (approximately 64% to growers and
36% to millers).
Proceeds are estimated and distributed monthly until the
fixed price per ton of RV paid to farmers is calculated at the
end of the season by dividing the Farmers’ Share by the total
tonnage of RV delivered in the industry.
There are several factors that drive industry net revenue
and, hence, the RV Price. Some of the key factors are
as follows:
• Total saleable sugar production;
• Total saleable molasses production;
• Cane quality – especially RV% cane;
• Local Notional Price for refined sugar;
• Local Notional Price for brown sugar;
• Local Notional Price for molasses;
• Sugar sales in the SACU region;
• Rand/ Dollar exchange rate;
• World white sugar price;
• World raw sugar price;
• Industry costs; and
• Sugar to RV Ratio.
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RV Price Trend
Figure 2 illustrates the RV Price trend since the introduction of
the RV payment system in 2000-2001 sugar industry season
(which runs from April to March). The RV Price has gradually
increased for most seasons until the 2015-2016 season. The
price increases are attributed to small crops, due to drought,
which resulted in minimal export availability. There was a
considerable decrease in the 2017-2018 RV price, which was
largely attributed to the high volume of imported sugar which
has displaced local sales and increased export availability.
Season
TRUE
2001/02
2002/03
2001/03
2000/03
2001/04
2000/04
2001/05
2000/05
2001/06
2000/06
2001/07
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18

R 6 000

R 5 000

R 4 000

Final
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
4187

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

/01
/02
/03
/04
/05
/06
/07
/08
/09
/10
/11
/12
/13
/14
/15
/16
/17
/18

Figure 2

2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18

R 1 105
R 1 352
R 1 369
R 1 357
R 1 297
R 1 390
R 1 702
R 1 702
R 2 011
R 2 284
R 2 572
R 3 018
R 3 197
R 3 138
R 3 438
R 3 979
R 4 932
R 4 187

R 3 000

The reduced demand from the HPL-affected sector is largely
a consequence of the reformulation initiatives by sugarsweetened beverage manufacturers, which included the use of
non-nutritive sweeteners to substitute sugar, as well as smaller
pack sizes.

Insufficient Import Protection
The local national price for sugar usually trends with the
consumer price index in South Africa. However, South Africa
is generally a net exporter of sugar. This is due to local
production, on average, being greater than the local
demand for sugar. The industry price realised for export
sugar is typically lower than local prices due to a distorted
world market, which can partly be attributed to many sugar
producing countries benefitting from production subsidies
and other government interventions.
Series1

R 2 000

R 1 000

R0

RV Price Trend and Grower Net
Divisible Proceeds: 2000/01-2017/18

Recoverable Value Calculation

Drop in 2017-2018 RV Price
The RV Price increased 23.9% in 2016-2017 and then
decreased 15.1% in 2017-2018. The large increase in
2016-2017 was due to the drought which resulted in a
significantly smaller crop and limited export exposure, as
displayed in Table 1.
The major reason for the drop in the RV Price is due to
insufficient protection from cheap imported sugar for most of
the 2017-2018 season. 517 967 tons of sugar were reported
to have been imported from January to December 2017, or
417 959 tons between April 2017 and March 2018. This
resulted in about 40% of local sugar production being exported
and forced the South African sugar industry to drop the national
price significantly over the past 12 months. Over the same
period, the world price has decreased by more than 30% and
the rand has strengthened against the dollar. The combined
effect of reduced local and export prices has been the key factor
in the significant reduction in the 2017-2018 season RV Price,
compared to the 2016-2017 final price.

Table 1

Saleable sugar
production
% Sugar
exported
RV Price
(Rands/ RV ton)

2016/17

2017/18*

1 539 739 tons 1 985 715 tons*
0.3%

40.1%*

R4931.91

R4187.11
*estimated values

Another factor that has reduced local demand for sugar is
the implementation of the Health Promotion Levy (HPL).
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The South African government protects the sugar industry
from imports by using an import tariff, based on a Dollar-Based
reference price (DBRP). The DBRP has been $566 per ton
sugar since April 2014. The DBRP is designed to ensure that
an importer will pay at least the equivalent of $566 for imported
sugar. SA Canegrowers believes that this current DBRP is far
below the local industry cost of production.

RV is a percentage of sugarcane and RV yield is the basis
for cane payment, which is calculated as follows:
Cane Revenue = RV Price (Rands/RV ton) x (Tons cane
over weigh bridge x RV%)
		 = RV Price (Rands/RV ton) x RV tons
The Recoverable Value (RV) Formula:
RV% = S - dN - cF
... where:
S = Sucrose % of cane delivered
N = Non-sucrose % of cane
delivered
F = Fibre % of cane delivered
d = The relative value of sucrose lost
from sugar production per unit of
non-sucrose taking into account
the value of molasses recovered
per unit of non-sucrose
c = The loss of sucrose from sugar
production per unit of fibre

Unfortunately, the DBRP has not increased since April 2014
and the industry believes that the current DBRP level provides
insufficient protection from world market imports. Furthermore,
there have been periods over the past few seasons where there
has been a delay in the South African government gazetting a
new tariff, which has allowed significant volumes of imports to
displace local sales and has increased export availability.
The large drop in the notional price over the past year is
not sustainable in the long-term. The South African sugar
industry requires enhanced import protection – through an
increase in the DBRP or capping import volumes – to survive
in the long-term.
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

Sustainable
farming model
Lands International Benchmarking Award
One of the most successful sustainability
collaboration programmes in South African
agriculture, the Midlands Sustainable Sugar Supply
Chain Collaboration, better known as SUSFARMS®,
was runner-up in the sixth annual Bonsucro Inspire
Award in Nicaragua earlier this year. Co-founding
member and KwaZulu-Natal Midlands sugarcane
grower Ant Edmonds said the award was not
only recognition for the programme’s impact on
improved farming practices but had catapulted its
value-driven precepts onto the global stage.

Article & Image
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A strong conservation ethic and a
vision for a future where sugarcane
growers worked in concert with the
environment and their neighbouring
communities, has seen one of
South Africa’s most sustainable
farming models, SUSFARMS®, land
international recognition.
SUSFARMS®, which was founded
by timber and sugarcane growers in
KwaZulu-Natal’s Noodsberg district
in 1998, was runner-up in this year’s
global Bonsucro Inspire Awards held in
Managua Nicaragua during the Bonsucro
Week 2018.
The accolade is awarded to an
“organisation, partnership or individual
in recognition of their exemplary and
transformative contributions to the
sustainable sugarcane sector”.
Brazil’s Association of Sugarcane
Suppliers from Guariba in Brazil were
the overall winners with their Top Cane
Project aimed at building “gradual and

Janet Edmonds, the full time co-coordinator for the Midlands Sustainable Sugar Supply Chain Collaboration,
shows the posters designed to assist growers who ascribe to SUSFARMS®
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continuous improvement processes for
the better management of farms”.

decided in 1998 to develop conservation
management guidelines for the district.

Noodsberg sugarcane grower and
conservation activist, Ant Edmonds,
who is also a co-founder of SUSFARMS®
and sits on the Bonsucro sub-committee
dedicated to driving ethical production
of the commodity across the globe,
said the award was particularly significant
for the South African programme,
not only because of the value of the
recognition, but because it gave impetus
to the immense work that had already
been done.

“They realised the need to improve
the environmental standards on their
sugarcane and timber farms. So, they
started with the development of an
Environmental Management System.
That was completed in 2002. In 2004
the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) then
partnered with the growers by supporting
a more practical system which resulted
in SuSFarMs®.

“Unfortunately, there is a perception
that SUSFARMS® is applicable only to
KZN Midlands farmers, because it was
developed here. But it is a values-driven
programme that can be applied across
the agricultural sector, and in particular
on all commercial and smallscale
sugarcane farms,” Edmonds said.
SUSFARMS® started out when the
Noodsberg Canegrowers’ Association

“In 2012 the South African Sugar
Research Institute (SASRI) initiated
a legislation update and simplified
the system once more before
launching the second edition of what
is now known as SUSFARMS®. The
publication of the fourth edition is
imminent,” Edmonds said.
Today the Collaboration has the support
of Illovo Sugar Africa, Solidaridad
Southern Africa, Coca Cola Beverages
South Africa, WWF-SA with funding
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from the Nedbank Green Trust, UCL
Company, Noodsberg Canegrowers’
Association, Illovo Planters Group in
Eston and the South African Sugar
Association and SASRI.
Edmonds said what was really exciting
was the adoption of the programme
by Illovo Sugar on all its outgrower
programmes in both South Africa and
the SADC region. “This is really where we
see the sustainability of the programme
and more importantly its outcome in
better farming practices throughout the
sub-Saharan region,” Edmonds said.
While the uptake of the programme
on the KwaZulu-Natal coastline is still
limited, he said at least 85 000has in
the KZN Midlands were being managed

using the SUSFARMS® Progress Tracker
or self-assessment tool. This comprises
Illovo Sugar’s Eston and Noodsberg
mill supply areas, as well as the UCL
Company’s mill supply area around
Dalton.
The SUSFARMS® tool has three specific
chapters headed Prosperity, People
and Planet.
“Prosperity deals with the measurement
of economic planning and recordkeeping. People assists to measure
the social responsibility aspects of
the operation and then planet which
measures environmental stewardship.”
Edmonds said growers also provided
information on the yield and quality of

their harvested cane, and data such
as rainfall, irrigation water, diesel,
electricity, fertiliser and chemicals.

A business of

He said the development of the tool
was at a point now where the whole
idea was to try and develop metrics – or
standards of measurement – around the
total impact of a farm operation.
“We have to stress though that
SUSFARMS® is not about policing
growers, although there is that
perception, it is rather for each individual
to benchmark their performance against
their peers. For example, one grower
might find he is using more input than
other guys. It is about getting on that
trajectory of continuous improvement,”
Edmonds said.

SUSFARMS®
... is for each
individual to
benchmark their
performance
against their
peers.
Ant Edmonds

Water & Process

™

ImproChem Adds Value in African Sugar & Ethanol
Market Through Greener Customized Solutions.
ImproChem, chemicals group AECI’s whollyowned water and process subsidiary, acknowledges
that its operations have an impact on the
environment and its management is therefore
committed to the diligent management of the
company’s environmental footprint.
Being able to manage environmental issues is
becoming increasingly important as knowledge
and understanding of the changing global
environment becomes more and more pronounced.
ImproChem bases its business practices on its
values, which include responsibility and going green.
ImproChem is continually looking for new,
sustainable and renewable value offerings that assist
in achieving its respective green chemistry goals,
and is able to offer a number of greener innovative
management solutions and technologies to the
market.
ImproChem utilizes a combination of worldclass chemical technology (through its principal
technologies partner SUEZ Water Technologies &
Solutions), mechanical equipment and customengineered systems. They collaborate with their
customers using the knowledge and experience
gained from over 50 years in operation. They
provide on-line, real-time monitoring and control
instrumentation, proprietary software and
information platforms, as well as technical expertise
and support from their global technology partners.

effluent leaving the process, with a whole host of
offerings in-between.
In the sugar mills, these solutions include:
• control of microbiological contamination and mill
sanitation;
• SENFLOC™ for the juice clarification process;
• products in the evaporators for scale control, as
well as additives for chemical cleaning; and
• traditional water and cooling treatment offerings
which include the full range of boiler and cooling
solutions.
ImproChem has several products related to
ethanol production. These include:
• anti-foams and antibiotics for fermentation;
• scale control and cleaning additives for distillation
columns and evaporators;
• advanced, cost-effective microbiological solutions
for the highly contaminated distillery cooling
environment; and
• corrosion protection additives for the final product
for the protection of downstream assets from
factory to final end user

Beyond complexity to customised
solutions through collaboration
and care.
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Tel: +27 (0) 11 971 0400
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ImproChem are poised to continue to add
value and assist their clients in maintaining their
competitive edge in this tight economic climate
by keeping up with and introducing the latest
technologies to the sugar and ethanol industry.

ImproChem (Pty) Ltd
Tel: +27 (0) 11 971 0400
www.improchem.co.za
ImproChem (Pty) Ltd
improchem@improchem.co.za

ImproChem provides solutions for water coming
into the process and ending with solutions for
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ImproChem currently supply products and services
to most sugar mills on the continent and have
formal distribution agreements with a number of
companies in sub-Saharan Africa to support the incountry expansion of their local capabilities.

www.improchem.co.za

improchem@improchem.co.za
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tech-Savvy
solutions
For Improved Mill Performance

Shaun Madho (left), head of
factory support who leads areas of
consulting, training, technology
transfer and factory performance
figures management at South
Africa’s Sugar Milling Research
Institute NPC (SMRI) in Durban,
writes for Shukela on the readiness
of the country’s sugar factories to
adapt to a modern tech-savvy age or,
as it is more commonly known, the
fourth industrial revolution.
Madho asks if the country’s
sugar factories are ready to
embrace ubiquitous and mobile
supercomputing, the internet of
things, system integrations and big
data and analytics? Or will they
continue analysing performance
reports with a pencil and ruler?

A quick look around sugar mills will tell you that we are indeed
ready for change. Decision-makers at the mills are mostly techsavvy Generation Y’ers (born 1977-1994), while hot on their
heels are Generation Z’ers (born 1995-2014) who are already
being employed as operational staff and managers-in-training.
And when asked about how they and their needs differ from
the traditional sugar technologists, these Y and Z’ers responded
as follows:
• “We are certainly less resistant to change. New technologies
are being developed at Mach-speed, yes, but they are also
becoming outdated at an equally rapid pace. Growing up with
these developments we have become used to change and are
ever willing to adopt new ideas.”
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• “Real-time information please. At our fingertips. If possible
to program and control our equipment as well. Just more
information in general and available quickly.”

technologists have spent their entire working lives in the industry,
have accumulated significant knowledge and expertise, and are
now either retired or nearing retirement age.

• “Social media has made us more open to constant
communication and sharing of information. Holding on to
precious information? No, we want to share our knowledge
with as many people as possible in the hope that we acquire
new knowledge in the process.”

It is imperative then that their knowledge and expertise is made
available in new ways for the next generation to improve the
recoveries and profitability of the industry.

These responses are relevant as we move to best utilise the skills
available to address current challenges in the sugar industry.
South African sugar technologists are generally well regarded
as some of the best in the global sugar industry. Many of these
SHUKELA SOUTH AFRICA

At present there is a lot of interest by milling companies to “get
back to basics” with general operations and troubleshooting to
find root causes of problem areas, and it is widely acknowledged
that this is an area that the SMRI can influence and where the
institute ought to be proactive.
In order to do so, the SMRI has adopted an approach that is
IRRIGATION FOCUS MAY 2018

both relevant to the times and will address some of the longstanding sugar technology issues.
These are some of the initiatives already in place or planned
for development:
• As an enhancement to existing routine factory control
procedures there is the roll-out of SMRI-NIRS (near-infrared
spectroscopy) prediction equations to mill laboratories for
the rapid prediction of sucrose, fructose, glucose, pol, brix,
dry solids, colour and ash in factory streams and products.
The NIRS application on factory streams has been carefully
developed by the SMRI with thousands of samples included
within the prediction equations, to the extent that the
technique is sufficiently robust and reproducible enough on
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• Development of SMRI-NIRS decision-making toolkits that
provide insights into problem areas. New to factories will be
daily data on loss of sucrose across unit operations (due to
inversion); reducing sugars, ash and colour profiles on all
factory streams (useful for troubleshooting and developing
operational strategies); Target Purity Difference (TPD)
determinations on C-molasses (from every centrifugal
determined on-demand at the factories, as opposed to a
composited sample analysed a week later at the SMRI);
pointers to previously difficult-to-detect, unwanted reactions
(e.g. Maillard reactions between glucose and amino acids that
result in colour formation); and more. The daily information
and individual toolkits developed, integrated within the
factories’ laboratory information management system, will not
only provide results but will highlight problem areas.

• Development of energy monitoring and benchmarking tools
to allow for internal and inter-factory energy use reporting
and comparison. Instead of just reporting Steam % Cane as
a measure of energy usage, the tools being developed are
to use data from various platforms in factories (laboratory
systems, control systems and reports) to highlight areas of
energy losses. Going forward real-time data analytics should
be possible.
These initiatives by the SMRI are the first steps towards assisting
the industry to address the evolving needs of the new look workforce so as to best exploit their talents, while using the captured
wisdom of experienced sugar technologists.
We look forward to the new generation Y and Z technologists
continuing the proud tradition of the South African sugar
technologists in finding ways to improve performance and also
raising the bar by finding new ways to solve old problems using
new technologies.

• Development of a forum-type mobile app, to be used by SMRI
Ten-Week Course in Sugar Engineering alumni (of which there
are several hundred) to post queries on sugar-related matters.
The app uploaded on smart devices will enable queries to be
sent from anywhere. Replies are anticipated to be provided
by peers and subject-matter experts. The app is to be webinar
and podcast friendly and will be used to transfer knowledge
from experienced technologists.

A few of our lines include:
Fertilizer, pesticides, fuel, lubes, overalls,
gumboots, cleaning detergents, dog food,
fencing…in summary anything from A – Z
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• Introduction of e-learning programmes to provide convenient
and far-reaching knowledge-transfer.

With the safe use of the right
chemical products in your orchards
and vineyards.

• Adding functionality to existing SMRI factory performance data
reports to produce intelligent reports that don’t just give data
but use algorithms to highlight potential problem areas.

Successful weed control requires the right product.
A product such as Roundup Turbo®. With ongoing
innovation and sustained reliability, Monsanto offers
you the world’s leading herbicides for unsurpassed
weed control in your orchards and vineyards.

• Development of software for mining the SMRI factory figures
database to produce dashboards with trends on demand.
• Compilation of best practice guidelines for notoriously difficultto-operate processes and situations. Guidelines are to be
widely available on forums that are easily accessible to sugar
factory managers e.g. as electronic links when problem areas
are identified through intelligent reports.
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factory streams to be able to replace conventional analytical
methods. Factories can benefit from the technology by
performing more analyses (many not previously possible at
mills, e.g. sucrose predictions), more often and without the
use of hazardous lead (used for pol analysis – which is now
also not required as direct sucrose predictions are available).
The technique has already been approved by the Factory
Control Advisory Committee (FCAC) and mills are equipped
to implement the technology.

Roundup Turbo® offers:
• Effective and reliable weed control in
vineyards and orchards.
• Effective weed control that ensures
increased profitability.

Roundup Turbo® – the stalwart in weed control.
011 790-8200 | www.monsanto.co.za

Clients are welcome to contact us on our client services number or e-mail address: 011 790-8200 or customercare.sa@monsanto.com
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Roundup Turbo® No. L7166 (Act No. 36 of 1947) contains glyphosate and is a Group G herbicide.
Use herbicides safely. Always read the label and product information before use.
Monsanto and Roundup Turbo® are registered trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC.
Monsanto South Africa (Pty) Ltd, PO Box 69933, Bryanston, 2021
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NEW
COASTALS
STORE

Sales assistant Faith Mlaba says working close to home is
one of the greatest benefits of the new store.

Innovation is in
our DNA
With our proud heritage in the sugar industry look
no further than the tried and tested Bell range for
your complete loading and haulage
requirements.

Hits Sweet Spot
Article & Images
Colleen Dardagan
Just months after opening its doors, the newly renovated
Coastals Eston store is proving a hit with both the surrounding
farming community and the staff.

Jabulani Xulani (left) of United Agri Trading with the most
recent employee at the Eston shop, Terrence Mlaba who
heads up the veterinary products section.

Whether its cat food, cane knives or a warm coat, the store
has it all, and according to Branch Manager, Una Wood, often
the prices are lower than those offered in stores in the bigger
centres such as Pietermaritzburg, despite the remoteness of
the area.
“That is the great strength of the Coastals group. Because
we have stores across the province, we are able to buy in
bulk for the whole group. That means we are able to pass on
really good prices to the farmers and run fantastic specials,”
Wood says.
Originally a wagon-stop between Marianhill and Richmond, the
once-abandoned building now shines with its freshly painted
facade, long verandah and green iron roof. And soon, a
spanking new coffee shop is set to open its doors to the public.

Branch manager Una Wood says the upgrades have
made for a more pleasant shopping and
working experience.

Matriarch’s Slew Loading cane loaders are oﬀered in
two versions, the UltECO 5 and UltECO 6. The UltECO 6
oﬀers higher productivity with 4WD and faster commuting
speed. It is ideally suited to larger estates and those practising controlled traﬃc principles.

With the nearby primary school Wood says there are sure to
be parents popping in for a hot cappuccino and a homemade muffin while they wait for their children, once they have
finished all their shopping at the store, of course!
“This is what is so lovely about our new store. We are stocking
everything for the home and the farm. Since we opened at the
end of February we have seen more and more farmers’ wives
coming in and buying here. It’s brilliant,” she says.
And inside, the staff say having all the stocks, apart from
products such as cement, under one roof and working in a
bright and clean environment has meant all the difference to
their working day.
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The Bell Tri-Wheeler and our automatic
transmission Haulage Tractor are enduring
symbols of our design philosophy of providing
strong, simple, reliable machines that deliver the
lowest cost per tonne.

Bell equipment - constantly evolving, continuously improving.
Linda Mkhize (left) and Delani Ngubane, say the
new facility is an improved experience
for employees and farmers.
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